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1) This is my #Qanon thread for December 6, 2019

Q posts can be found here:

Android apps:

QMAP: Qanon Drops & POTUS Tweets
Be a part of the Great Awakening. Get real-time Qanon drops and POTUS tweets.
We are the news now!

http://qmap.pub

qanon.news: Q drops, POTUS Tweets and offsite archive
Mirror archive of Q drops, POTUS tweets, and full QResearch threads from 8ch and
8kun. You are the new now!

https://qanon.news/Q

https://threadreaderapp.com/
https://threadreaderapp.com/user/prayingmedic
https://twitter.com/prayingmedic/status/1203072483093446656
https://threadreaderapp.com/user/prayingmedic
https://threadreaderapp.com/hashtag/Qanon
http://qmap.pub/
http://qmap.pub/
https://qanon.news/Q
https://qanon.news/Q
https://bit.ly/Q-Map


My Theme: Think Timing

QMAP: Qanon Drops, Alerts, WWG1WGA Wall and Memes! - Apps on …
From the creators of qmap.pub, here is the official QMAP android mobile app! The
mobile app includes the following features: * Drops: read all of Q's drops in
chronological order * Tweets: read of a…

https://bit.ly/Q-Map

Q Alerts! QAnon Q Drops, Alerts, Research, Share + - Apps on Google …
Q Alerts notifies you quickly when Q Anon makes new drops. It also allows you to
search, browse, share and research QAnon posts and much much more. Q Alerts
is the first and original Q Android app …

https://bit.ly/Q-alerts

2) Q posted links to twitter accounts that all shared the same article on the same day.

Panic in DC?

Think Timing

Q

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ELIjrVGVAAES4TR.jpg
https://bit.ly/Q-Map
https://bit.ly/Q-Map
https://bit.ly/Q-alerts
https://bit.ly/Q-alerts


3) The New York Times posted a link to an article claiming Anthony Comello, the

accused killer of a New York mob boss, was a Q follower. 

The New York Times
@nytimes

A follower of the baseless QAnon conspiracy theory killed a 
Gambino mob boss in Staten Island because he thought the man 
was part of "the deep state" scheming against President Trump. 
His defense lawyers say that makes him legally insane. 
nyti.ms/2LvaaXW

1,751 7:20 PM - Dec 6, 2019

3,388 people are talking about this

Accused of Killing a Gambino Mob Boss, He’s Presenting a No…
Anthony Comello is obsessed with conspiracy theories. His paranoia
is being litigated in a Staten Island court.
nytimes.com

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ELIjtV4UYAAerZL.jpg
https://twitter.com/nytimes
https://twitter.com/nytimes
https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1203031379413520384
https://t.co/VZbvvfMVG3
https://twitter.com/intent/like?tweet_id=1203031379413520384
https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1203031379413520384
https://support.twitter.com/articles/20175256
https://twitter.com/nytimes/status/1203031379413520384
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4) The Times tried to make a connection to the alleged killer and Q with this

statement:

"At one court appearance, Mr. Comello scrawled on his hand a symbol and phrases

associated with the far-right conspiracy theory, 'QAnon.'”

5) Will Sommer posted the same story. 

Will Sommer
@willsommer

Does believing in QAnon make a person insane? A New York 
court could soon decide that in the trial of a QAnon believer 
accused of murdering a Mafia boss. 
nytimes.com/2019/12/06/nyr…

553 5:41 PM - Dec 6, 2019

1,284 people are talking about this

Does Belief in QAnon Make You Legally Insane? Mob Hit Trial …
Anthony Comello, accused of killing a Gambino crime boss, is
obsessed with conspiracy theories.
nytimes.com

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ELIkfeYUYAA1S6f.jpg
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6) Julia Harte asked if merely being a Q follower makes one legally insane.

Julia Harte
@JuliaHarte1

NY man who claimed the mobster he killed was part of an anti-
Trump "deep state" and came to court with QAnon symbols 
drawn on his hand will attempt insanity defense: 'At what point 
does belief in a far-right conspiracy theory make you legally 
insane?' nyti.ms/2rapVNj

295 4:53 PM - Dec 6, 2019

1,644 people are talking about this

Does Belief in QAnon Make You Legally Insane? Mob Hit Trial …
Anthony Comello, accused of killing a Gambino crime boss, is
obsessed with conspiracy theories.
nytimes.com
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7) Philip Bump from WaPo posted the article.

Philip Bump
@pbump

I spoke with an expert on how insanity and criminality overlap 
back in July about the connection of the killing of a Mob boss on 
Staten Island with QAnon. washingtonpost.com/politics/2019/…

169 4:35 PM - Dec 6, 2019

1,430 people are talking about this

Analysis | How fake news, online conspiracy theories and Tru…
A murder on Staten Island and threats involving mail bombs both
may link back to conservative media, conspiracies and Trump.
washingtonpost.com

8) So did Samuel Oakford from Politico.

Samuel Oakford
@samueloakford

Does Belief in QAnon Make You Legally Insane? Mob Hit Trial 
May Tell nytimes.com/2019/12/06/nyr…

302 3:36 PM - Dec 6, 2019

1,271 people are talking about this

Does Belief in QAnon Make You Legally Insane? Mob Hit Trial …
Anthony Comello, accused of killing a Gambino crime boss, is
obsessed with conspiracy theories.
nytimes.com

9) Ali Watkins wrote the story. 

Ali Watkins
@AliWatkins
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Days after pulling off the biggest mob killing in decades, Anthony 
Comello told detectives the CIA had infiltrated the mafia, and that 
democrats were working with El Chapo. 

Now, a question for court: could blind belief in QAnon make you 
legally insane? nytimes.com/2019/12/06/nyr…

367 1:54 PM - Dec 6, 2019 · Brooklyn, NY

1,578 people are talking about this

Does Belief in QAnon Make You Legally Insane? Mob Hit Trial …
Anthony Comello, accused of killing a Gambino crime boss, is
obsessed with conspiracy theories.
nytimes.com

10) Mike Mcintyre [New York Times] posted the story.

Mike McIntire
@mmcintire

Does Belief in QAnon Make You Legally Insane? Mob Hit Trial 
May Tell nyti.ms/2rapVNj

Does Belief in QAnon Make You Legally Insane? Mob Hit Trial …
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100 1:26 PM - Dec 6, 2019

1,081 people are talking about this

Anthony Comello, accused of killing a Gambino crime boss, is
obsessed with conspiracy theories.
nytimes.com

11) Justin Hendrix wanted in on the fun.

Justin Hendrix
@justinhendrix

Does Belief in QAnon Make You Legally Insane? Mob Hit Trial 
May Tell; Anthony Comello, accused of killing a Gambino crime 
boss, is obsessed with conspiracy 
theories.nytimes.com/2019/12/06/nyr…

169 11:54 AM - Dec 6, 2019

1,024 people are talking about this

Does Belief in QAnon Make You Legally Insane? Mob Hit Trial …
Anthony Comello, accused of killing a Gambino crime boss, is
obsessed with conspiracy theories.
nytimes.com

12) Conspiracy hunter Thomas Huchon posted the story.

Thomas Huchon
@ThomasHuchon

Très bon papier du @nytimes : est-ce que croire à la theorie du 
complot sur #QAnon est une preuve légale de la folie pur un 
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tribunal ? C’est ce que dira bientôt un procès aux USA 
@tristanmf twitter.com/justinhendrix/…

Justin Hendrix @justinhendrix
Does Belief in QAnon Make You Legally Insane? Mob Hit Trial May 
Tell; Anthony Comello, accused of killing a Gambino crime boss, is 
obsessed with conspiracy theories.nytimes.com/2019/12/06/nyr…

72 12:19 PM - Dec 6, 2019

876 people are talking about this

13) As did Peter Daou.

Peter Daou
@peterdaou

Is this the first time we've seen the #QAnon defense for a 
murder?nytimes.com/2019/12/06/nyr…

188 6:16 PM - Dec 6, 2019

1,007 people are talking about this

Does Belief in QAnon Make You Legally Insane? Mob Hit Trial …
Anthony Comello, accused of killing a Gambino crime boss, is
obsessed with conspiracy theories.
nytimes.com

14) Yahoo News posted the story.

Yahoo News
@YahooNews

Does belief in QAnon make you legally insane? Mob hit trial may 
tell yhoo.it/2YpglSL
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97 5:00 PM - Dec 6, 2019

1,139 people are talking about this

15) Adam Goldman [NY Times] posted the story. 

Adam Goldman
@adamgoldmanNYT

Anthony Comello, accused of killing a Gambino crime boss, is 
obsessed with conspiracy theories. nyti.ms/2rapVNj

181 12:22 PM - Dec 6, 2019

1,034 people are talking about this

Does Belief in QAnon Make You Legally Insane? Mob Hit Trial …
Anthony Comello, accused of killing a Gambino crime boss, is
obsessed with conspiracy theories.
nytimes.com

16) And Mark Pitcavage posted the story. 

Mark Pitcavage
@egavactip

Latest on the "QAnon Killer" of mob boss.

"Accused of Killing a Gambino Mob Boss, He’s Presenting a 
Novel Defense"

 nyti.ms/2rapVNj
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340 7:53 PM - Dec 6, 2019

1,282 people are talking about this

Does Belief in QAnon Make You Legally Insane? Mob Hit Trial …
Anthony Comello, accused of killing a Gambino crime boss, is
obsessed with conspiracy theories.
nytimes.com

17) What are the odds that all these people would post a link to this article on the

same day?

Coincidence?

Coordination?

18) Q wrote: "Think timing."

The DOJ IG report on FISA abuse is due out on Monday.

Are the media afraid that Q and his followers will be proven right by the Horowitz

report?

Are they trying to create a narrative ahead of the release of the IG report?

19) There is little proof that Anthony Comello is actually a Q follower. 

But even if he was, is there proof that a belief in Q is what drove him to commit an act

of violence?

What other beliefs does he have?

How do those beliefs influence his actions?

20) For more than a year, the media have tried to prove a cause and effect

relationship between acts of violence and following Q but no such relationship exists.

Not one perpetrator of a violent act has attributed their behavior to following Q.

21) Do people actually believe those responsible for the attempted coup of a duly

elected sitting US President will go unpunished?

22) The last time Q posted this image, (in September 2018) he wrote: "Coming 'VERY

https://twitter.com/intent/like?tweet_id=1203039747272261635
https://twitter.com/egavactip/status/1203039747272261635
https://support.twitter.com/articles/20175256
https://twitter.com/egavactip/status/1203039747272261635
https://t.co/C8Yzs0G0pp
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ELItCXrVUAA-wgX.jpg


SOON' to a theater near you."

23) This image posted today reads "IN THEATERS NOW."

Think timing.

24) Politicians often accuse others of the crimes they're guilty of.

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ELIurAJUEAAtDCY.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ELIvRGsVAAACP6P.jpg


Nancy Pelosi, John Kerry, Joe Biden and Mitt Romney all have questionable

connections to Ukraine. 

They might want to accuse POTUS of crimes related to Ukraine to draw attention

away from themselves.

25)

26)

27) “The Storm will be BIBLICAL” 😎

H/T @JuliansRum 👊

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ELItIpfUcAAvW86.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ELIxktQUYAUjSAS.jpg
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ELIxm9nUUAAo09n.jpg
https://twitter.com/JuliansRum


0:00

28) I missed JJ McNab as one of people who posted the link to the New York Times

article. (She had previously blocked me).

JJ MacNab
@jjmacnab

Does Belief in QAnon Make You Legally Insane? Mob Hit Trial 
May Tell nyti.ms/2rapVNj

295 12:31 PM - Dec 6, 2019

1,035 people are talking about this

Does Belief in QAnon Make You Legally Insane? Mob Hit Trial …
Anthony Comello, accused of killing a Gambino crime boss, is
obsessed with conspiracy theories.
nytimes.com

29) There's been debate about the meaning of [D][1-6] in Q's Nov 19 post about

Adam Schiff's 4-step plan to impeach POTUS.

Q settled the debate. 

[D][1-6] indicated the 6 shootings that have occurred since the post.
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30) [D6]

Trainee on Military Base Mounts Deadly Attack
A member of the Saudi Air Force training to be a pilot killed three people at Naval
Air Station Pensacola before he was shot dead by officers responding to the scene,
the authorities said.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/06/us/nas-pensacola-shooting.html

31) [D5]

Pearl Harbor deadly shooting: Navy weighs beefing up security for De…
The shooter was identified only as an active duty sailor assigned to the USS
Columbia, a fast attack submarine.

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2019/12/05/pearl-harbor-shooting-dead-s…

32) [D4]

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ELI14PFVAAAssLk.png
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Jackson State University briefly locked down after 'active shooter' inci…
Jackson State University was briefly on lockdown Wednesday and students and
staff were urged to take shelter due to an "active shooter."

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2019/12/04/jackson-state-university-shoot…

33) [D3]

For 2nd time in 2 days, a student is shot by an officer in a Wisconsin s…
An armed student at Oshkosh West High School in Wisconsin confronted a school
resource officer Tuesday morning, leading to an officer-involved shooting.

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/oshkosh-wisconsin-school-shooting-leaves-s…

34) [D2]

Student With Gun Is Shot by Officer in Wisconsin High School, Police …
The student, who was in stable condition, had pointed the gun at officers at
Waukesha South High School, officials said.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/02/us/waukesha-south-high-school-shooting.html

35) [D1]

https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2019/12/04/jackson-state-university-shooting-lockdown-lifted-person-shot-nearby/2609270001/
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10 people shot in New Orleans, police say
New Orleans police said 10 people were shot early Sunday in the city's famed
French Quarter.

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/10-people-shot-new-orleans-police-say-n109…

36)

37) @KingstonChurch3 posted a video of police in Kong Kong as they overpowered

unarmed citizens.

Link:

Kingston Churchill
@KingstonChurch3

Replying to @Aloha88617098 @Imamofpeace

The whole progress

966 3:17 PM - Dec 7, 2019

1,631 people are talking about this

0:00
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38) When citizens are unable to defend themselves, tyrannical leaders can enslave

them.

Democrat politicians want to take away our guns so they can enforce their will upon

us.

Do mass shootings provide a manufactured opportunity for them to argue their case?

39) Q's link points to a website with information about the declaration of

independence. 

https://www.archives.gov/founding-docs/declaration-transcript

40)

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ELNBY79U8AA4NlP.jpg
https://www.archives.gov/founding-docs/declaration-transcript
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ELNBhL6UwAA6Xxz.png


41) The disclosure of the date of the release of the IG report (the 9th) was intended to

get the deep state to expend ammunition (which they did in the form of mass

shootings). They can only trigger so many events without causing suspicion.

42) The Saudi national who is suspected of shooting 3 people at the Pensacola Naval

base posted anti-American and anti-Israeli tweets prior to the shooting. 

Naval Air Station shooter wrote anti-American and anti-Israeli tweets b…
The Saudi national who opened fire in a classroom at a naval air station in Florida
Friday morning, killing three before being shot dead by officers, wrote anti-
American and anti-Israeli tweets befor…

https://www.foxnews.com/us/naval-air-station-shooter-manifesto-anti-american-israeli

43) Because manifestos of shooters were posted on 8chan, the media demanded that

the website be shut down. 

Why are there no demands that Twitter be shut down?

Who are they really trying to silence?

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ELNBpjvUYAA57nR.png
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ELNCxeBUEAAIXZ2.png
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44) Politicians, the mainstream media and select members of the alternative media

are controlled by state-backed intel agencies like the CI_A and Mossad (MOS). 

So are assets like Jeffrey Epstein.

45) Jeffrey Epstein apparently thought that because he was backed by a state intel

agency, he was untouchable.

https://www.veteranstoday.com/2019/12/04/uk-sun-mossad-handler-says-epstein-

and-maxwell-were-spies-using-children-to-blackmail-dozens-of-us-politicians/

46) @Sun_Q_Tzu's thread discusses alternative media personalities who function as

controlled opposition to Q and POTUS.

Sun_Q_Tzu
@Sun_Q_Tzu

New Q. This will be fun.  Q lays out who is controlling the Alt 
right, US Media and many US politicians.   The Mossad.  Alt right 
examples of Mossad agents include Cernovic and Posobiec.   
They all have handlers. Q tells us to find connections. #qanon

1,140 4:52 PM - Dec 7, 2019

803 people are talking about this
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47) If you're not familiar with how Infowars was weaponized against Q, you might

check out this post.

The Long and Secret Infowars Against Q - Praying Medic
 The Long and Secret Info Wars Against Q was originally posted on Reddit By
SerialBrain2 but was deleted by Reddit administrators. It has been reproduced here
for those who may find it helpful. I pro…

https://prayingmedic.com/the-long-and-secret-infowars-against-q/

48) Q posted a link to a tweet by @WWG1WGA_Every1

49) Apparently, Drudge is also controlled opposition.

TruthSeeker
@WWG1WGA_Every1

Interesting word choice in the Twitter bio.... WAS. #QAnon 
#GreatAwakening #WWG1WGA #TrustThePlan #EnjoyTheShow 
twitter.com/dbongino/statu…

https://prayingmedic.com/the-long-and-secret-infowars-against-q/
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Dan Bongino @dbongino
I don’t get it either. Unnecessary cheap shot. 
twitter.com/jordanschachte…

3,211 5:39 PM - Dec 7, 2019

3,406 people are talking about this

50) It's become apparent that U.S politicians have been sending taxpayer money to

Ukraine in the form of aid and then funneling it back into their own pockets through

various corrupt methods, one of which was the scheme used by Biden family.

51) Rudy Giuliani claims that these corrupt practices involve political control exerted

by George Soros.

Giuliani refers to Hunter Biden as "drug challenged," ties Ukraine cons…
Rudy Giuliani continued launching allegations of impropriety between Hunter Biden
and the Ukrainian government Monday morning, even adding former President
Barack Obama and liberal billionaire

https://www.newsweek.com/rudy-giuliani-ukraine-conspiracy-obama-hunter-biden-fox-…
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52) The exposure of corruption in Ukraine is causing politicians and Soros to panic.

53) Who else recently traveled to Ukraine?

Rudy Giuliani.

Trump's lawyer Rudy Giuliani continues mysterious Ukraine adventures
Rudy Giuliani – lawyer to Donald Trump, man at the centre of an impeachment
scandal, and a verified “live hand-grenade” – touched down on a WizzAir budget
flight in Kiev airport on Wednesday afternoo…

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/rudy-giualiani-ukraine-trump-impea…

54) Eric Prince & General Flynn have information on corrupt people or as Q says,

they "know where the bodies are buried."

Last year, Q said Rudy has info on bad actors which is why the media and politicians

are panicking over his investigation of corruption in Ukraine

55) Why has Barack Obama helped in the attempt to remove Donald Trump from
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office?

Many of us know the answer but the public will also know the answer soon.

56) When we reject the official narratives of the media and do our own research, we

discover the truth.

57) The exposure of corrupt politicians and a dishonest press will lead to a worldwide

awakening.

58) After Elizabeth Warren was proven to have lied about being of Native American

descent, to save face, she apologized.
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59) Warren lied about being Native American, no doubt, to give her a better chance of

getting into Harvard which would qualify her to become a paid shill of the deep state.

60) @KarmaTrumps was Q'd for this video.
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61)

62)

63) H/T @illdiscourse 
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64) Tonight, @WattersWorld will interview a political science professor about

#Qanon.

65) Even though the professor will have a negatively biased presentation, the overall

effect will be to put more eyes on Q.

https://twitter.com/WattersWorld
https://threadreaderapp.com/hashtag/Qanon
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/ELNhHatU0AAL63S.png


66) Shhhh 🤫

67) I didn't mention it on the post above, but this image taken near the Pearl Harbor

memorial is relevant since today is the anniversary of the attack on Pearl Harbor.

68) Q posted a picture of Adam Schiff's family and a comment from a follower who

was glad to see Schiff's son wearing a Mossad t-shirt.
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69)

70) Is Adam Schiff controlled by Mossad?

71) Does MSM protect select members of Congress?

What prevents news agencies from making up stories?

Are the media protected from lawsuits?

Who passed the legislation?

Did Hugh Hefner work for CI_A?

What service did he provide?

What is a honeypot?

How are politicians controlled?
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72) Does the clown agency control Chuck Schumer (CS)?

How?

73) Part 1 of @JesseBWatters interview about #Qanon 

0:00

74) Part 2 of @JesseBWatters interview about #Qanon 
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